
 
 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 

SRA INTERNATIONAL SINGLES OUT CYBRIX GROUP TO JOIN USSOCOM PROJECT  

Core values and technical ability align in service to USSOCOM  

Tampa, FL, March 12, 2012—Cybrix Group, a cyber-security and technology services firm, announced today that it was singled out 

by SRA International, a leading provider of systems engineering, strategic consulting and business solutions, to join their latest 

project for US Special Operations Command. SRA International expressed a desire to partner with a small business they could rely on 

as much for its technical merits as for its relationship with USSOCOM, so Cybrix Group was the natural choice. Skip Durbin, Cybrix 

Group’s Contracts Management Officer says, “We have a long history with USSOCOM, which contributes to our effectiveness. SRA 

International can leverage this relationship to quickly make an impact. Both companies are looking to do the most good over the 

course of the engagement so that USSOCOM’s systems and applications are optimized to their special environment.” 

The project will require Cybrix Group to assist with USSOCOM with applications management, and will include a review and 

evaluation of all of USSOCOM’s software, much of which is similar to the applications used by many of the world’s largest 

corporations. Cybrix Group’s mission in this engagement is to identify how these applications can be tailored or customized to better 

meet USSOCOM’s unique needs and requirements so that they are truly enterprise-wide solutions. The project will also require 

Cybrix Group to look for opportunities to develop automated processes to further streamline these applications, increase 

efficiencies, and optimize the user experience.  

The values of the two organizations align closely and reflect their mutual commitment to integrity, honesty, service and excellence. 

Skip Durbin says, “SRA International is a very reputable company and we’re excited to join their team to lend our technical capacity. 

We value that their motto, ‘Honesty and Service,’ as well as the integrity of their people. Our core values are really the same.” The 

request to team with SRA International is especially rewarding because that organization had already won the contract with 

USSOCOM; asking Cybrix Group to participate post award demonstrates the respect SRA International has for Cybrix Group and its 

people. Says Mr. Durbin, “We’re honored that [SRA International] thinks so highly of us and we look forward to further developing 

our relationship with them, both now and in the years to come.”  

About Cybrix Group – The Cybrix Group, Inc. is a Tampa, Florida-based information technology services and security firm that 

specializes in building, testing, managing and maintaining all types of networks. Cybrix is a Veteran Owned Small Business (VOSB) 

consisting of a team of seasoned technology and business professionals providing network management, cyber security and 

technology hardware acquisition services to both the government and commercial sectors. Incorporated in December 2002, Cybrix 

Group has been recognized multiple times for entrepreneurial growth stemming from organizational excellence, integrity and 

innovation. For more information, visit www.CybrixGroup.com. 

About SRA International, Inc. – SRA is dedicated to solving complex problems of global significance for government organizations 

serving the defense, civil government, health and intelligence markets. Founded in 1978, the company has expertise in such areas as 

cyber security; disaster response planning; enterprise resource planning; environmental strategies; energy systems and 

sustainability; IT systems, infrastructure and managed services; learning technologies; logistics; public health preparedness; public 

safety; strategic management consulting; and systems engineering. Visit www.sra.com to learn more. 
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